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Any technical questions or issues during the webinar?  
! Email Sarah Evans at sarah@curvexpo.com  



Introduction 
The Lingerie Industry will emerge reinvented after the pandemic; with a stronger sense of 
community and equipped with tools to accelerate its progress.  

We will learn about innovations in materials and technology making that progress possible. The 
dialogue will encompass discoveries in science and new processes as well as design and retail 
direction. Includes a Q&A!
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“It seems we are massively entering  
A quarantine of consumption where 
we will learn how to be happy just  
with a simple dress, rediscovering old  
favorites we own, reading a forgotten  
book and cooking up a storm to make 
life beautiful”. 

Li Edelkoort, Trend Union and Edelkoort Etc.  

Overproduction

Overconsumption



Missoni KimhekimPucci Knowles 



Antonio Marras Dolce & Gabbana Marco Rambaldi Scervino



Bodyfashion - a new 
name for the lingerie 
industry 

lingerie, lounge, sleep, 
active, swim, leg-wear, 
shape-wear 

Hybridization 

Multiple wear 

Do more with less 



In the last 30 years it became fashionable to be wasteful 

walk-in closets wear it once supersize it

Sustainability is new luxury  
trendy, VIP, celebrity, cool, sexy, healthy

Change of mindsets  Rethinking our relation 
to property

How much is enough?

Why would people pay more to buy sustainable fashion?

Call to action What can you do?





It is profitable to be sustainable
Re-evaluating familia processes and eliminating waste 

Investing in new technology 

Planning the future 

Sharing Information 

Listening to the consumer 

Uniting our efforts, coo-working, forming alliances 

By 2030, fashion brands would see a profit reduction of $52 billion  
across the industry because of scarce resources, higher labor costs  
and overproduction. 



design/merchandising

sourcing

production

management

marketing

sales

5 year sustainable plan
hire a sustainability expert
consultant an organization

retail



Average American buys 70 apparel items per year. That is a new piece 
of clothing every four to five days

Over 50% of fast fashion produced is disposed in under a year

30% of it is never sold

By 2030, fashion brands would see a profit reduction of $52 billion  
across the industry because of scarce resources, higher labor costs  
and overproduction

150 billion garments 
20 items per person 
The fashion industry produces every year



https://www.thereformation.com/





How do we market sustainability 
By bringing it to the forefront

Brands: smart hangtags, printed care labels, bar codes. 

Websites: showcasing sustainability efforts on the opening page, storytelling,  
                videos, short film, animation, introducing your vendors, showcasing  
                your processes. 

Retail Stores: creating presentation vignettes throughout the store showcasing  
                      sustainable brands, signage, ruffles, and prizes for the customers 
                      buying sustainable brands. 

Trade Shows: sustainability seminar, brands sharing  
                     their successes and discussing  
                     challenges, rewarding brands for  
                     their sustainable efforts, designating  
                     an area on the floor to showcase  
                     sustainable brands. 
                   Else Lingerie



Maina  
Cisse

The Underargument
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The design will find inspiration in 
technology and science



MATERIAL BRIEFS 
COLUMN 

SUSTAINABILITY 
& INNOVATION 

IN BODYFASHION 
INDUSTRY

https://lingeriebriefs.com/category/materials-briefs/
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   concept 
• multifunctional, seasonless, timeless, smart 

 color/texture/pattern 
• natural dyes 

• digital printing  

 materials 
• sustainable knits and woven 

• available up-stock 

  manufacturing 
• sustainable method, transparent responsible manufacturer 

• domestic-closer to market production 

How to use all  
elements/stages 
of the garment creation  
to design sustainably 
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Authentic and rare Indian craft
http://marasim.co/about-us/
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Sustainable fibers
Modal, Lyocell, Tencel, Veocel, EcoVero by Lenzing 

Naia by Eastman  

Recycled polyester by Repreve, nylon Q-Nova by Fulgar, stretch Roica  

by Asahi Kasei Corp.  

Organic linen 

Peace silk 

Organic hemp 

Organic cotton 

S.Café by Singtex, CoCona by”37.5”, Citrus silk by Orange Fiber  

Spiber’s Brewed Protein™-Spiber (Thailand) Ltd)











Spiber’s Brewed Protein™

Brewed Protein™ refers to protein materials produced from plant-derived biomass 
using Spiber’s proprietary fermentation (brewing) process. Brewed Protein™ 
materials can be processed into a variety of forms, with examples ranging from 
delicate filament fibers with a silky sheen to spun yarns that boast features such as 
cashmere-like softness or the renowned thermal and moisture-wicking properties of 
wool. Spiber’s Thailand plant, currently under construction, is scheduled to begin 
commercial operation in 2021 with an annual capacity of several hundred tonnes, 
and preparations are underway for scale-up initiatives in the USA aimed at further 
reducing environmental burden and production costs. Materials have a lot to offer 
ethically, too—Spiber’s in-house technology allows for the production of compelling 
animal-free fur and leather alternatives, and Brewed Proteins can also be processed 
into resins closely resembling tortoiseshell or animal horn. 

https://www.spiber.jp/en/brewedprotein/



iluna

Iluna’s Green Label collection focuses on 
the responsible innovation strategy even 
further by using smart yarns like  
Q-Nova by Fulgar and Roica Eco-Smart.

Iluna – the largest European lace producer  
began introducing recycled polyester and  
nylon yarns to their lace development in  
2015. 

The creation of Smart lace, made 
in Italy, is today certified by Global  
Recycled Standard (GRS).

www.iluna.com



vegetable dyes with exact color matching ability





 NAJA
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Seamless technologyManufacturing



Seamless Global Solutions,
Puebla, Mexico

www.asiefros.com





Karl Mayer is always close to its customers and their needs. With more than 2,500 
employees worldwide, the company has subsidiaries in the USA, in India, Italy, 
Hong Kong, Japan, China, and Switzerland, as well as agencies all over the world.







Unlimited design opportunities that lead to customization and versatility. 

Knitting of 3 garments in different sizes simultaneously which illustrates high 
productivity and efficiency. 

Producing complete garments like long-sleeve T-shirts or leggings and omitting  
need for additional assembling processes. 

Eliminating inseams on sleeves and leggings for complete comfort. 

Providing rip-resistance by replacing regular stitches that run with knots (4 million knots 
per garment). 

Allowing for 100% fabric control resulting in high quality of the finished product.

Warp knitting allows for:













What gives OPM a magic power of the Unicorn is the ability to accept your one SKU 
order, that just popped up on your computer screen, and ship your garment to the 
customer 72 hours later. In other words, you make it after you sell it one garment at 
a time.

It provides answers to overwhelming consumer demand for novelty, immediacy, and 

customization. 

The production cycle is reduced to 3-4 days from traditional 90/120 (overseas production) and 

45 days (domestic production). 

It dissipates overstock, which is now estimated worldwide at half of the total production. the 

benefits it conceives for the community by creating new jobs in the US.  

The carbon footprint is minimized by cutting down on the wasteful back and forth during 

production, development, and warehousing. 

Prompt style/size adjustments. 

The price structure and eco-friendly processes are in line with the philosophy of sustainable 

business and eco-responsibility.









SERVICES & BENEFITS OF ONPOINT MANUFACTURING

SERVICES 

Apparel Manufacturing & Fulfillment Services 

Integrated Web Services 

BENEFITS 

Reduced overhead – no minimum order quantities 

Profitability on every piece sold 

Fast turn-around on orders 

Complete fulfillment services 

Minimized returns 

Eco-friendly 

Made in America DAVID PRENTICE 
SR. VICE PRESIDENT, SALES & 
MARKETING 
PH: 615.579.1090  
Email: 
david@onpointmanufacturing.com 
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ECO-BENEFITS OF BIO-PURA 

Bio-pura is a raw material produced from olive pits by Bio-Live.  

Bio-pura is a bio-polymer which performs as traditional petrol-based plastic  
and does not contain carcinogens.  

Bio-pura is %100 bio-degradable and has up to 6 times lower CO2 emission  
compared to virgin plastic.  

It also has European and American standardization and certifications such as  
FDA, USDA, EU 10/2011. 

Bio-pura doesn’t require the agricultural land reserved for its production as 100%  
of it is derived from agricultural waste.  

Bio-pura is 100% vegan and non-toxic which makes it a human-friendly raw material. 





Oleago for the bodyfashion industry
Hang tags

Bra accessories: underwire, clasps, zippers, buttons

Clear packaging windows

Lingerie and legwear hangers

Clear stickers

Clear bags



FACT: It’s estimated that 8 billion plastic and 
wire hangers are produced and sold every year.
Only 15% are ever recycled and 85% end up in 
land fills where they remain for 40 generations 
while leaking harmful chemicals into the ground.
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